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SI LE NEZ DE CLEOPATRE...



About
“Si le nez de Cléopatre...” investigates the process of constant rewriting and “cor- 
rection” of history and the forces at play that take place in the process.
The project centers on taking the figure of Cleopatra as a metaphor for this prac-
tice and looks at how, as a historical figure, her image has been defaced and “re- 
faced” in Western collective imaginary; defaced, like Hatshepsut when her real face 
was gradually erased from history, and then refaced, when this historical figure was 
transformed into a fictional character adopting specific physical features dictated 
by the Western world to introduce to the mass thefictional image that they’d ex-
pected at a given time.
For centuries, Cleopatra has served as a projection screen of the fantasies of the 
West: from the writings of ancient Roman poets and the classically inspired ideals 
of the Renaissance, to the orientalist mind creations of nineteenth century’s Egyp-
tomania and the contemporary monumental Hollywood film productions. Few of 
the written sources and images produced in her lifetime were passed down to us 
and essentially, our image of her mainly comes from the all-too-biased lenses of 
Plutarch, Shakespeare, and Elizabeth Taylor. To each historical era, there is a distinc-
tive image of Cleopatra, an image “corrected” by the viral modes of contemporarity 
to be integrated into new narratives that reflect the cultural, social, and political 
aspirations of the time.
Rather than examining the extensive repertoire of images produced during her life-
time, the project aims to look at the process of refiguring and recycling the image 
of this woman who symbolizes, in the eyes of the West, the ultimate embodiment 
of the ‘Other’. Through the particular example of Cleopatra, the project comes to 
question the power dynamics between the East and the West through exploring 
Western cultural appropriation and  fictionalization of Eastern national heritage and 
culture. In the post-Internet age of alternative truths, the project also comes to chal-
lenge the new role of the global mass culture in this process, a part that was long 
reserved for a small group of politicians and other intellectuals. 
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I want to look like Cleopatra
“I want to look like Cleopatra” is a series of twelve diptychs combining digital pho-
is a series of twelve diptychs combining digital pho-
tographs and paper that question in a playful way how the image of historical 
fig-
ures in continuisly “corrected” in the collective imaginary in order to fit into new 
narratives that reflect the cultural, social and political aspirations of the time. 

Taking Cleopatra as a case in point, the artist looked at the features of her face - 
the real features found on historical representations of the last Ptolemaic ruler and 
the fictional features found in most peplums produced by Hollywood in the past 
decades. Kosmatopoulos worked with three plastic surgeons to whom she gave an 
images of the actual pharaoh as portrayed on coins of that era and ask each doctor 
to do a “consultation” of Cleopatra’s face and suggest all the surgical interventions 
she would need to look like one of the 21st century actresses that played her role in 
movies. To each coin was attached one actress and each doctor had to take the real 
Cleopatra as a patient and proposed ways to “correct” her face - erasing her Greek-
Macedonian features - to make her look like the Caucasian woman in pharaonic 
clothes that defines her in our global contemporary culture. Each diptychs com-
bines the drawings of the sugeons on Cleopatra’s face and a medical prescription  
with the doctor’s notes on the operation.



I WANT TO LOOK LIKE CLEOPATRA
2019-20

C-PRINT, PAPIER, PLEXI



I WANT TO LOOK LIKE CLEOPATRA AS SOFIA LOREN
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C-PRINT, PAPIER, PLEXI



I WANT TO LOOK LIKE CLEOPATRA AS VIVIANE LEIGH
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C-PRINT, PAPIER, PLEXI



I WANT TO LOOK LIKE CLEOPATRA AS HELEN NEIL
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C-PRINT, PAPIER, PLEXI



I WANT TO LOOK LIKE CLEOPATRA AS PASCALE PETIT
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C-PRINT, PAPIER, PLEXI



I WANT TO LOOK LIKE CLEOPATRA AS MAGALI NOEL
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C-PRINT, PAPIER, PLEXI



I WANT TO LOOK LIKE CLEOPATRA AS MARIE BARRY
2019-20

C-PRINT, PAPIER, PLEXI



About 2 inches long
“about 2 inches-long” presents a nasothek made of a 50 sculptures of noses from 
various sizes and shapes. Taking the famous of aphorism of Pascal, ‘The nose 
of Cleopatra: had it been shorter, the face of the entire world would have been 
changed.’ (Pensées162) as a starting point, the artist focuses on that famous nose  
to question the impact small changes can have in the overall course of History.
To do so, she looked at 50 representations of Cleopatra thru out Art History - from 
coins and sculptures of that era, to classically inspired ideals of the Renaissance, to 
the orientalist fantasies of the nineteenth century and the plethora of Hollywood 
movies of our times – and sculpted the way her nose was depicted in each of them.
For Pascal, this thought illustrated how something small can change the course of 
history in the making. Kosmatopoulos gives to the aphorism a new sense by  look-
ing at History from an “acter the fact” persepecive and questioning how multiples 
perspective of a single truth of an History already written can change the course of !
History to be written. 



ABOUT 2 INCHES-LONG
2020

FIBERGLASS, ACIER



Second Draft
“SECOND DRAFT” is series of three photographs printed on large vinyl banners that 
look at the bias in the way History is written and the role of the people that do so. 

The artist took three text from Roman historians Plutarch, Flavius Joseph and Cas-
sius Dio that describe Cleopatra and her relationship with Marc Anthony. The three 
text, all written after the death of both rulers, depict a very negative portrait of 
Cleopatra - the manipulative temptress that used her charms to manipulate every 
man including Marc Anthony -  a portrait that fit in the narrative of that time time 
that wanted to clear the betrayal the past Roman emperor by putting all the blame 
on his Egyptian lover.

Kosmatopoulos decided to give her own version of History by changing by hand all 
the subjective elements used in the Antiques texts to describe Cleopatra and turn 
the Egyptian queen into the strong intelligent and independent woman we want 
Cleopatra to be in modern history. 



SECOND DRAFT - VIE DES HOMMES ILLUSTRES
2020

VINYL, METAL ,CIMENT
 140 X 80 X 2 INCH (350 X 200 X 5 CM)



SECOND DRAFT - ANTIQUITE JUIVE
2020

VINYL, METAL ,CIMENT
 100 X 70 X 2 INCH (250 X 175 X 5 CM)



SECOND DRAFT - HISTOIRE ROMAINE
2020

VINYL, METAL ,CIMENT
 100 X 110 X 2 INCH (250 X 275 X 5 CM) 



Excavated Cleo
“excavated Cleo” is an oversized reproduction of the famous sculpture of Cleopatra 
displayed in the British Museum in London, The artist appropriated this famous 
portrait of the Egyptian ruler - one of the very few representation we have of her 
dating from that period - and defaced her by slicing out her face and excavating it.



ICONOCLASM
“Iconoclasm” est un groupe de trois sculptures qui regardent la façon dont Holly-
wood et les médias de masse refaçonnent l’histoire dans notre société globalisée.

L’artiste a pris trois captures d’écran de trois des films les plus classiques réalisés sur 
Cléopâtre depuis début des années 1920 et a travaillé avec un iconographe copte 
pour transformer les images des trois actrices américaines en costume pharaonique 
en icônes religieuses. Elle a ensuite imprimé chaque icone sur 14 panneaux de bois 
et les a défigurées en faisant un trou de plus en plus grand sur leur visage en par-
tant du nez - créant un effet optique d’excavation de l’image d’origine.



EXCAVATED CLEO
2020

FIBERGLASS, METAL, CIMENT
30 X 70 X 30 INCH (75 X 175 X 75 CM)



DEFACED LIZ
2020

BOIS, FEUILLE D’OR, METAL, CIMENT
40 X 70 X 50 INCH (100 X 175 X 125 CM)



DEFACED THEDA
2020

BOIS, FEUILLE D’OR, METAL, CIMENT
40 X 70 X 50 INCH (100 X 175 X 125 CM)



www.esmeraldakosmatopoulos.com


